Using Theorem 1 (or, rather, the analogous result for higher-dimensional Euclidean spaces) we deduce4' 6 THEOREM 2. Let D be any partial differential operator with constant coefficients, and let T be any distribution. Then we can find a distribution S such that DS = T. This result is also valid if D is a partial differential-difference operator with constant coefficients. Remark: We can also give a direct description of the topology of the space E' which is the Fourier transform of the space of distributions of compact carrier.2' This leads to another proof of the result6 that, if D is a partial differential-difference operator with constant coefficients, and f is an indefinitely differentiable function, than we can find an indefinitely differentiable function g such that Dg = f. (the summation convention is assumed for Greek indices), while by hypothesis the rank of the matrix bAt/lxJ is n. We see, further, that if a space admits groups of motions in at most r independent directions, it may admit at most n -r functionally independent scalar invariants. (Example: Schwarzschild metric: n = 4, r = 3.) The purpose of this paper is to establish the converse of this result, namely, that if a space admits at most n -r functionally independent scalars, it will admit groups of motions in r independent directions. 
Introduction: Functionally Independent Scalars and Groups of Motions.-If an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold admits n functionally independent scalarsconstructed from the metric-it clearly cannot admit a continuous group of motions. For if Ai (i = 1, . . ., n) are such a set of scalars, we must have f(bAi/ax') = 0 for the infinitesimal transformations xi -o + ± i(X , ..., xn)bt of the group (the summation convention is assumed for Greek indices), while by hypothesis the rank of the matrix bAt/lxJ is n. We see, further, that if a space admits groups of motions in at most r independent directions, it may admit at most n -r functionally independent scalar invariants. (Example: Schwarzschild metric: n = 4, r = 3.) The purpose of this paper is to establish the converse of this result, namely, that if a space admits at most n -r functionally independent scalars, it will admit groups of motions in r independent directions. Similarly, using the ennuple, we can define the "intrinsic components" of any tensor, which will then be a set of scalars, e.g., AijkI = Aa, XalX 3jX kl, (5) and we can define the "intrinsic derivative" a-Xa a (6) Using the above notation, we can readily deduce for the intrinsic components of the Riemann tensorl Rjkj Yikl OYiiiI Rijkll = a _l -(Ski + ziyjl l(_Yakl -'YalkI) + y'Yaiil Yajkl -'Ya ¢ikYajlI (7) and obtain analogous expressions for the intrinsic components of the higher covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor.
If f is any scalar function, it satisfies the identity a)Si -fil -sil C)Sfl = eIi _ a.i)aSall(8 otherwise known as "the condition of integrability of intrinsic derivatives."
Throughout the remainder of this paper we shall take Xlj to be the ennuple defined by the eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor Rip. For this choice we find that not all the intrinsic components of the Riemann tensor are independent (apart from the evident symmetries due to those of the Riemann tensor), but instead there exist VOL. 41, 1955 7l0A THEMA TICS: A. KOMAR n(n -1)/2 additional identities:
where Pi, are the eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor.
Using this Ricci ennuple, we may now define the asymmetric connection2
We denote covariant differentiation with respect to this connection by a colon, thus:
Use of the Ltjk notation allows one to state conditions of integrability in a covariant form. By comparing equation (10) A necessary and sufficient condition that equation (14) admit a solution is that there exist a number q such that the rank of the matrix of the first q sets of equations (15) be n -r > 0 and that the rank of the augmented matrix when the q + 1 set of equations are added remain unchanged. When this is the case, equation (14) will then admit r independent solutions aXt (a = 1, ..., r) such that the rank of the matrix 1a1II is r. Each solution at(xW, . ., x8) then acts as one of the generators of an r-parameter group of motions.
To gain some insight into the meaning of these integrability conditions, we will re-express them in terms of the coefficients of rotation and their intrinsic derivatives. Since equations (15) If we substitute equation (10) in equation (13) and employ the identity R'rjklJ = 0 and equations (7) and (12), we find L'I.ajkl = (yil kjIl -Yil jkl) (17) Analogous to equation (11) Again employing equations (10) and (12) 
The coefficients in these equations are scalars. But the number of functionally independent scalars by hypothesis is equal to n -r > 0. Consequently, the rank of equations (21) and (22) is less than or equal to n -r. Actually, the equality holds, for if it did not, equations (21) and (22) would admit more than r linearly independent vectors (tl, in which case the number of linearly independent scalars Ai (cf. Introduction) would be less than n -r, contrary to hypothesis.
Thus the theorem is proved. We may add that if the Ricci directions are not degenerate, this r-parameter group is the full group for the space. When the Ricci directions are degenerate, then the space may admit a larger group of motions, as described by Eisenhart.2
It is of interest to note that the "constants of composition" of the group, C0ab, which are defined by
ax x" \a, b,oa l,... ,r/ can be expressed in terms of the particular combination of the coefficients of rotation which occur in the integrability equations (21) and (22), via
L. P. Eisenhart, Riemannian Geometry (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1926).
the stress-strain relations for a material medium in a state of motion, we made use of a rectangular co-ordinate system relative to which the instantaneous rotation of the medium vanished at the point and time under consideration.' Such a co-ordinate system was referred to as a kinematically preferred co-ordinate system. We shall now give a definitive discussion of these co-ordinate systems, and we shall, moreover, show how they can be used for the construction of invariants under the group G of co-ordinate transformations xa = afl(t)t + ba(t)
relating the co-ordinates Xa and ta of moving rectangular systems.3 At indicated, the coefficients aa. and ba in equation (1) depend on the time t. The condition of orthogonality is expressed by either of the following two sets of equations, which are in fact completely equivalent, namely, aa,(t)aa,,(t) = 6,9.; ao(t)a yo(t) = bar (2) The theory of extension, including absolute time and covariant differentiation, which is based on the kinematically preferred co-ordinate system, depends on the
